How To Schedule with a Crown Advisor
Open Slug Success

Slug Success is the platform the university uses to handle advising.

Click here to login!
You’ve logged in! This is your home page. Click here to schedule an appointment.
New Appointment

What can we help you find?

Below, you will find available options for scheduling an appointment. If you cannot find something that you are looking for, try the other appointment options to see available options for dropping in or requesting an appointment.

Select Advising
Select the service you’re looking for
Then let’s go!!
This page shows all the possible appointments that match your description. However, to meet with the correct Advisor, you will want to use the filters on the left to narrow down your search even further.
If we scroll down past the calendar we see three more filters.

**Staff Member**
You can choose to meet with Renee, Beth or Winnie

**Modality**
You can choose to meet in person or over Zoom

**Location**
Select Crown and you will only see Crown Advising instead of every department
Tada! Now we only see Crown Advising! Select a time that works for you or select an advisor to meet with and see their availability.
Make sure to fill in this box with what you want to talk to the advisor about.

Click here to finish booking your appointment!